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Professor Yasuda (Art) is faculty co-P.I. in the Fall 2021 Mellon Sawyer Graduate Seminar on Race, Migration and White Supremacy in California with Professors  
Lisa Parks  (Film and Media) and Winddance France Twine (Sociology), 2021 (photo: L. Parks) 

  
Kim Yasuda is an Artist and Professor of Public Practice in the Department of Art at UC Santa Barbara. 
During her academic career at UCSB, Yasuda has served twice as department chair and was the 
systemwide Co-Director for the UC Institute for Research in the Arts (UCIRA) from 2005 to 2014. Yasuda’s 
creative work and public research investigate the role of art practice in educational institutions, 
community development and public life. Her recent projects combine teaching and research to shape 
pedagogical experiments across disciplinary knowledge and creative practice. Yasuda works with faculty, 
students and staff across Arts and Humanities, Social Sciences, and STEM to build cross-sector 
collaborations that mitigate social and environmental challenges by modeling academic stewardship, 
public participation and mutual aid. 

 



  
Between 2004-2020, Yasuda established Friday Academy and IV OpenLab as temporary instructional 
environments and public maker-spaces situated between university and community. These temporary 
research labs maintain a separate academic calendar and publicly-engaged curricula, generating year-
round, off-site, and multi-disciplinary projects in partnership with regional organizations, government 
agencies and citizenry. Yasuda and her students have created public space interventions and urban 
renewal projects in the student-community of Isla Vista - an unincorporated area of more than 25,000 
inhabitants occupying several square miles adjacent to the UCSB campus. In 2005, through her role as Co-
Director of the UCIRA, Yasuda led a multi-year community design initiative in response to the persistent 
regional housing crisis. Yasuda and her students produced full-scale prototypes for accessory dwelling 
units (ADU) from repurposed shipping containers to function as affordable live/work spaces. In 2014-16, 
she guided students in organizing commemorative art events in response to the Isla Vista shootings and 
engaged the campus in a partnership with the Santa Barbara County Arts Commission and the Isla Vista 
Recreation and Parks District to host LightWorks, a three-day public art festival and artist residency 
featuring temporary illuminated works by emerging and distinguished California artists in the downtown 
central parks of Isla Vista. In 2018, Yasuda was appointed by the Santa Barbara County Office of the Third 
District Supervisor to serve as an Arts Commissioner for the North County.  
  
Professor Yasuda is a current faculty fellow in the Mellon Engaging Humanities Initiative and co-
investigator in the Mellon Sawyer Seminar (2021-2022) entitled “Race, Precarity, and Privilege: Migration 
in a Global Context”. The Fall seminar draws graduate students from across seven disciplines and diverse 
backgrounds to explore issues of race, immigration, and white supremacy in California, employing multi-
modal research and creative practices. She is also lead principal investigator for two systemwide awards, 
including a 2021 UC Advancing Faculty Diversity (AFD) grant to improve campus climate and faculty 
retention, and a 2019 UC Multicampus Research Programs and Initiatives (MRPI) planning grant for the 
UC Placemaking Initiative to develop regional art and design research nexus with Berkeley, Davis and 
Santa Cruz campuses. 
  
Yasuda is recipient of grants from the California Arts Council, Santa Barbara Foundation, Pearl Chase 
Community Development Fund, in addition to campus research funding from UCSB Academic Senate, 
Interdisciplinary Humanities Center, the Offices of Sustainability and Faculty Outreach in support of 
community development programs in Isla Vista. From 2014 to 2017, Yasuda served as Vice-chair of the 
advisory board for Imagining America (IA), a national consortium of more than 70 colleges and 
universities working to advance publicly-engaged scholarship in the Humanities, Arts, and Design, and she 
was the 2018 recipient of IA’s Randy Martin Spirit Award in recognition for her work and contributions to 
the field. 
  
Professor Yasuda has served on campus as a member of the Program Review Committee, Committee on 
Committees, Chancellor’s Coordinating Committee on Isla Vista, the Isla Vista Commission, Faculty 
Advisor to UCSB Regents Task Force on Isla Vista, Committee on Community Policing, as well as multiple 
campus search and fellowship selection committees. Yasuda is currently a faculty affiliate on program 
advisory boards for UCSB Arts & Lectures Justice for All Series, Center for Black Studies Research, National 
Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis and the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Diversity Equity and 
Inclusion.  
  
Yasuda’s early career includes her exhibition and public installations exploring cultural memory, race and 
place. Her commissioned works across the U.S. include station designs for the Broad Street Corridor 
transit system in Providence, Rhode Island, the Green Line Vermont Metrorail and Union Station Gateway 



Center for the Metropolitan Transit Authority of Los Angeles. She has been the lead artist in the design of 
commemorative works for the fifty-year anniversary of the Japanese American Internment and the life 
and work of Mexican American activist-scholar, Ernesto Galarza. Yasuda's permanent public works are 
part of sculpture collections in the cities of San Jose and Hollywood, CA, St. Louis, MI, Providence RI and 
Washington, D.C. Her gallery installations have been presented at museums and alternative spaces in 
Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom including: the New Museum of Contemporary Art and Art 
in General, New York; Whitney Museum of American Art, Champion, CT; Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology List Visual Arts Center, Boston; Smithsonian Museum of American Art, Washington, D.C., Art 
Gallery of Ontario, Canada; Camerawork Gallery, East London. Yasuda has been the fellowship recipient 
of individual artist grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, US-Japan Foundation, Howard 
Foundation, Art Matters, Joan Mitchell Foundation and Anonymous Was a Woman Foundation. 
  
With nearly 30 years of teaching, public arts research, and community collaboration experience at UC 
Santa Barbara, Professor Yasuda demonstrates a long-standing commitment to diversity and inclusion. In 
her AVC role, she will continue to work in coalition with faculty, students and staff to confront systemic 
inequality and racism, advocating for greater transparency and resource distribution to assure a more just 
and vibrant culture of belonging for all members on our campus. 
  
We are pleased that Professor Yasuda has agreed to join our team as of January 1, 2022. I hope that you 
will join the DEI Office in congratulating Professor Yasuda on her appointment. 
 
 

 

Professor Yasuda leading a mapping workshop with underrepresented families at the  Isla Vista Vista Teen Center,  CA, 2016. 


